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INTRODUCTION
The source of artistic invention was a major aesthetic issue in
the. eigh~eenth century.

Is art teachable by rules or is it a divine

gift? To what extent must art follow convention--either the unities
of time, place and action, or the mre specific "rules" distinguishing
lyrical from didactic poetry or history painting from portraiture?
Was creation of Wholly new ideas possible, or was all art, as Plato
had suggested, merely a recollection of pre-existent fonm? The debate
could be traced from Plato to the aesthetic theories of Horace and
Longinus, and followed throughout every succeeding century.
In Augustan and Neoclassical England the debate continued with
renewed interest in a specific issue which also derived from Platonic
theory:

imitation.

Is imitation of the successes of earlier masters

essential to new ·art?

Or is the highest imagination that which is

free of the past, inspired instead of learned? The question becomes:
how free is the artist, how much is he a product of history and therefore a student of it? To what extent can the artist hope to improve
or surpass the accomplishments of Homer, Virgil, or Horace in literature, or of Phidias or the "divine" Michaelangelo in the visual arts?
These questions demanded of the artist both a personal confrontation and a clear view of the social function of art in his own
age.

Nearly every major writer and thinker of the century recorded an

opinion on the subject.

In 1711, Alexander Pope, in his Essay on

Criticism, had expressed the view that the rules of ·art were meant to
be broken when required by high or profound feelings:
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If, where the rules not far enough extend
(Since rules were made but to promote their end)
Some lucky license answer to the full
The intent proposed, that license is a rule.
Thus Pegasus, a nearer way to take,
May boldly deviate from the common track.
From vulgar bounds with brave disorder part,
And snatch a grace beyond the reach of art,
Which without passing through the judgment, ?ains
The heart, and all its end at once attains.
Joseph Addision, in an essay in Spectator No. 592 (1714), corroborates this view:
· There is a greater judgment shown in deviating from the rules
of art than in adhering to them; ••• there is more beauty in
the works of a great genius who -is ignorant of all the rules
of art than in the works of a little genius who not only
knows, but scrupulously observes th.em.2
The expression of this "greater judgment" can lift a work of art
above the mass of the careful but unoriginal works that surround it.
The unsolved

que~tion

was where did this greater creative ability come

from--was it attainable by human effort, or was it god-given--the
result of a divine singling out of certain artists to be the lasting
spokesmen of their age

Edward Young, in his essay Conjectures on

Original Composition (1759) admits that artistic genius seems independent of human resources:
What, for the most part, mean we by genius, but the power of
accomplishing great things without the means generally reputed ·
necessary to that end A genius differs from a good
understanding as a magician from a good architect: that raises
his structure by means invisible; this by the skill~use of
common tools. Hence genius has ever been supposed to partake
of something divine.3
But -Samuel Johnson's strong sense of humanism prevented belief in
the artist-as-god.

While admitting "no man ever yet became great by
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imitation," he insisted that the qualities of genius were not mystically conferred but were accessible to the right attitude and rigorous
discipline.

For Johnson the 11 greater judgment" of a great artist con-

sisted in adding some new insight to the existing store of human
knowledge.

In 1751 he wrote in the Rambler {No. 154):

Whatever hopes for veneration of mankind must have invention
in the design or the execution; either the effect must itself
be new, or the means by which it is produced. Either truths
hitherto unknown must· be discovered, or those which are
alre·ady known enforced by stronger evidence, facilitated by
clearer method, or elucidated by brighter illustrations.4
Invention is not divine inspiration; it is improvement on a very
human scale.

Thirty years later,

John~on

held the same view:

There is nothing so little comprehended among mankind as what
is genius. They give to it all, when it can be but a part.
Genius is nothing mar~ than knowing the use of tools; but
there must be tools for it to use: a man who has spent all
his life in this room will give a very poor account of what
is contained in the next.5
Outside England Johann

\~inckelmann

{1717-1768) wrote in 1755,

"There is but one way for the moderns to becane great, and perhaps
unequalled; I mean, by imitating the ancients ••••It is not only Nature
which the votaries of the Greeks find in their works, but still more,
something superior to nature; ideal beauties, brainborn images, as
Proclus says.u6
In 1762, Anton Raphael Mengs (1728-1778), Winckelmann•s mentor
and artistic advisor, wrote:
There are two way which lead the rational seeker to good
taste; one of these is more difficult than the other. The
more difficult is to select the most essential and beautiful
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from nature itself; the other, easier way is to learn from
works of art in which such selection has already taken place.7
These two critics speak for the conservative body of thought
associated with the rise of academies of art in both Europe and
England in the eighteenth century.

The form of a subject to be sought

by the artist was its general essence, a refined "idea .. of itself that
would elevate the mind and emotions and surpass all particular
comparisons.
ancients.

This was thought to be the greatest achievement of the

In his history of Neoclassical art Lorenz Eitner explains

the importance of the Greek art models to the eighteenth century:
The belief in the perfectibility of man and the general
progress of the human race, two notions deeply imbedded in the
ideology of the Enlightenment, needed the support of history:
it was important to be able to look back to· the reality of a
Golden Age in the past to feel confidence in the promise of a
future Utopia. Antiquity provided the example of a state of
humanity so exalted that a future worth striving for could be
conceived in its image. This gave the movement of progress a
concrete goal, and it suggested, at the same time, a practical
method for reaching it: the systematic study and imitation of
Antiquity, that historical moment of human perfection which,
having once before been realized, could be attained again,
though it was not likely to be surpassed.a

* * *
This is a study of artistic imagination--li-terally, the process
of image-making--the act of translating sensory information into
visible symbols.

Specifically, it is a study of three eighteenth-

century artists' detailed theories of imagination, and a comparison of
the visual effects described by these theories.
Joshua Reynolds, and William Blake

ar~

William Hogarth, Sir

three roughly contemporary

artists who each describe a means of approaching nature, recording
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sensory facts and translating them into the images of art.

I intend

to pose three related questions to these artists and to seek answers
in their respective treatises on aesthetic composition.
are formal analyses:

Two of these

Hogarth's Analysis of Beauty (1753) and

Reynolds' fifteen Discourses on Art {1769-1790).

Blake's opinions

will be collected from three major sources, his "Annotations on Sir
Joshua Reynolds' Discourses on Art," his Descriptive Catalogue of
1809, and his public address accompanying an exhibition of Chaucer
engravings in 1810.
My hypothesis in posing the following questions to Hogarth,
Reynolds, and Blake is that these arti'sts represent three degrees of
objective/subjective "seeing," and that the issues of imitation, originality and sensual appreciation of nature, which are so critical to
eighteenth-century aesthetics, are more clearly illustrated in the
visual artist's experience than in the poet's or historian's.

While

all art involves contemplating and interpreting the world, visual
art--because it does not necessarily involve translation into more
abstract language--is often more immediate and more accessible:

A

picture of a tree is likely to be recognizable to a Russian, an
Indian, a Hausa tribesman or an Englishman; the word "tree" is not.
To understand the aesthetic choices made · by these three articulate,
practicing artists is to be aware of imaginative options open to all
artists of their tim • This awareness in turn resists easy generalizations about the state of the arts in Neoclassical England, and provides a point of departure for further critical study of image-making
in a particular age.
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The first question to be answered by Hogarth, Reynolds and Blake
is:

What is the art ist•s attitude toward nature?

11

Nature, .. in the

context of most eight eenth-century aesthetic discussions, seems to
refer to everything i n the world that is not art, or the
world ...

11

Untranslated

The possibilities arising from this question can best be

understood in tenms of a dialectic between the eye of the artist and
an external physical object--a tree or a table, for instance.

One

artist may look at an oak tree and paint a thick trunk and spreading
leafy branches.
tree...

This 11 realistic 11 image is easy to identify as "a

Another artist may look at an oak tree and paint a vertical

cylinder topped with a cloud of polka dots.
may not

11

look like .. a tree.

produces in art the

11

Th~

This image may or

specific act of

11

Seeing 11 which

realistic· tree, .. the .. impressionist tree, ..

the 11 abstract tree, .. the 11 allegorical tree, .. or any other tree,
is the first and most limiting step of image-making.
artist

11

Whether the

Sees 11 an object most clearly as itself, as an extension

of himself, or as a symbol of a personal or cultural value
(wealth, leadership, fear, courage) detennines his entire aesthetic system and, to a l arge extent , his view ·of the social role of
art as well.
The second question is really the theoretical reverse of the
first:

What effect does the artist seek to produce in the spectator?

Shaul d one •s art be, as Matisse hoped his waul d, primarily a mental
11

soother, something like a good armchair in Which to rest from physical .
fatigue .. ? 9

Should it moralize, idealize, criticize, incite to

action? Or does artistic creation lie beyond specific social
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functions and serve them only by secondary application, after it
is finished, framed and considered by critics and the public?
A final question deals with individual methods of execution:
What does the artist consider to be the primary animating principle of
artistic composition?

This question springs from the premise that

form and content are indivisible, that the individual elements
composing a painting are part of its overall effect.

The answer to

the question can be a personal preference (coloring, lights and
shadows, perspective); a cultural institution such as Greek symmetry;
or the formal principle of a 11 School 11 of art--the \'lild colors and
brushwork of the nineteenth-century Fai.Jves, or the carefully superimposed angles and frames of the Cubists.
A separate section will be devoted to each of the three artists,
and a final section will draw conclusions from the first three.
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I

The Analysis of Beauty, published in 1753, is William Hogarth's
attempt to study and formally explain the process of objective seeing
and to show how seen objects, by their juxtaposition, variety, size
and shape, affect the observer.

Three main convictions distinguish

Hogarth's aesthetic theory from the prevailing aesthetics of his age:
1) the importance of immediate observation of nature over imitation;
2) the goal of art being to capture whatever roost
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pleases and enter-

tains the eye''; and 3) the theory of the Line of Beauty--the
Serpentine Line--as an organic principle of visual art.

Joseph Burke,

editor of the Analysis, and author of English Art 1714-1800 and
numerous other works on Hogarth and eighteenth-century art, describes
the historical importance of the Analysis:
Written by a painter, grounded in the baroque, who yet became
the great master of satiric rococo, [the Analysis] throws a
sharp light on the stylistic problems of the age. Moreover,
it is the first work in European literature to make fonmal values
both the starting point and basis of a whole aesthetic theory.
It is a cardinal post-Renaissance aesthetic treatise, a novel
and original attempt to define beauty in empirical tenms. 1
Hogarth's most radical departure from the established art theory
of his time was to propose the untutored, objective observation of
nature as the most effective study of art.

While he felt much could

be learned from studying the masters, to use them as primary models
of subject, composition and interpretation was to remove oneself from
the most immediate artistic-experience--the original sight of the
object itself.

In his Autobiographical Notes, Hogarth says,

I grew so profane as to admire Nature beyond Pictures and I
confess sometimes objected to the de vi nity _of even Raphael
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Urbin Corregio and Michael Angelo for which I have been
severely treated. I do confess I fancied I saw delicacy [in]
the life so far surpassing the utmost effort of Imitation
that when I drew the comparison in my mind I could not help
uttering Blasphemous expressions. 2
That the imitation of nature surpasses imitation of art in
freshness and immediacy was a defiant positio.n in 1753 English
aesthetics.

Nature was generally considered the raw material of

the chaos from which the artist drew fonn and order.

art~

Samuel Johnson's

Neoclassical sage Imlac instructs Rasselas that "the business of a
poet ••• is to

examine~

not the individual, but the species; to remark

general properties and large appearances.
streaks of the

tulip~

He does not number the

or describe the ·different shades in the verdure

of the forest." 3

That is, the proper subject of art is humanized,

synthesized

or nature idealized.

nature~

It was felt that such

refined form had -been perfected in Classical

art~

and that since the

eighteenth-century artist could not hope to equal quintessential
Classical

forms~

his best effort would be to imitate

them~

or the

Renaissance masters who came closest to matching the Classical ideal,.
rather than to trust his own artistic instincts.
Hogarth vehemently disagreed.
vague general ideas of
Raphael's or Titian's

He saw the artist's dependence on

nature~

embodied in .. second-hand" imitations of

subjects~

as a weakness rather than a strength;

it implied the loss of both creative power and the responsibility for
original insight.

The systematic "rules" of art--the proper subjects,

acceptable props, Classical poses--appeared to Hogarth not as
inviolate directives but as roadblocks to artistic integrity.

It was

essential for the artist to see and interpret for himself before he
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could produce a picture of vigor and honesty.

In the Introduction

to the Analysis he explains:
The reason why gentlemen, who have been inquisitive after
knowlege in pictures, have their eyes less qualified for our
purpose, than others, is because their thoughts have been
entirely and continually employ•d and incumbered with
considering ••• the various manners in which pictures are
painted, the histories, names, ••• and little or no time has
been given for perfecting the ideas they ought to have in
their minds, of the objects themselves in nature: for by
having thus espoused and adopted their first notions from
nothing but imitations, and becoming too often as bigotted to
their faults, as to their beauties, they at length ••• totally
neglect ••• the works o~ nature, merely because they do not
tally with what their minds are so strongly prepossessed with. 4
By a continuous process of retrospection, by obliging imitation
untested by reference to nature, the art of a single artist or of an
entire age was in danger of becoming decadent, void of new energy, and
socially meaningless.

The artist must school himself in nature and

beware 11 the surprising alterations objects seemingly undergo through
prepossessions and prejudices contracted by the mind.--Fallacies,
strongly to be guarded against by such as would learn to see objects
truly ... 5
Hogarth anticipated the disdain with which his academic peers
and the reigning connoisseurs of English art would receive such
honesty:
I have but little hopes of having a favorable attention given
to mY design in general, by those who have already had a more
fashionable introduction into the mYSteries of the arts of
painting and sculpture. Much less do I expect, or in truth
desire, the count nance of that set of .people, who have an
interest in exploding any kind of doctrine, that may teach us
to see with our own eyes. 6
It is not defiance, however, but simple logic and clear vision
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with which Hogarth makes his argument in favor of direct, individual
perception:

"Who but a bigot, even to the antiques, wi 11 say that he

has not seen faces and necks, hands and anns in 1i vi ng \'/omen that even
the Grecian Venus doth but coarsely imitate " 7
Hogarth consistently attempted to inspire the artist's faith in
himself and thereby to free him from the twin tyrannies of imitation
and financial patronage.

These institutions complemented and

sustained each other in eighteenth-century England, and both distanced
the artist from real creativity.
to Italy.

To copy Michaelangelo one had to go

Such a luxury usually required the financial support of a

patron; financial dependence meant confonning one's art to the dictates and taste of one's patron.

Ironically, the insight to be gained

abroad was compromised by the means of achieving it.
As a painter .and engraver, Hogarth himself depended on the business of the wealthy, but he was determined to support himself by his
. art rather than submit to the luxury of patronage and the artistic
compliance it demanded.

While it was not unusual in eighteenth-

century England for artists to be of the middle class, Hogarth differed from the others, says Nikolaus Pevsner, author of The
Englishness of English Art, in that
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he squarely stood for the ideals

of his own class instead of representing _in his art, as was customary,
the ideals of the class for which he worked." 8
position is in line with his aesthetic standpoint:

This political
to accept a

patron's support was to surrender one's economic freedom just as to
study someone else's view of nature was to remove oneself from true
knowledge of the world.

Hogarth sets himself apart from

13

those gentilmen who have labour•d with the utmost assiduity
home at academys for twenty years together without gaining the
least ground •••• Whereas if I have acquired anything in my way
it has been wholly obtain 1 d by Observation by which method, be
where I would with my Eyes open, I could have been at my studys so that even my Pleasures became a part of them and
sweetened the pursuit. 9
In the Analysis Hogarth describes a detailed system of direct
empirical observation of nature which defies secondary imitation of
any kind and gives back to the eighteenth-century artist much of the
responsiblity and freedom his contemporaries had relegated to other
ages and talents.

In his preface to the text of the Analysis Joseph

Burke points out that while Reynolds had painted his self-portrait
beside the bust of Michaelangelo as ·an expression of his artistic
aspirations, "Hogarth chose to be commemorated with the works of
Shakespeare, Milton and Swift ... 10 Unlike art,
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literature had long

since enjoyed, by the sale of books, that measure of independence from
private patronage \mich Hogarth was seeking to obtain by the sale of
prints ... 11
If the artist were to remain free from the strictures of academic training and from study in foreign galleries, where and how was
his education to take place

What kind of .. observation .. could sharpen

and train the eye more deftly than methodic study of the best existing
art

Surprisingly, Hogarth answers that . perhaps the only way to
11

learn to draw well [is] never to draw at all ... 12

He neant that the ·

eye might be more re dily trained independently of the hand, that the
unquest1oned practice in drawing from life (or pictures) of lookingsketching-looking almost guaranteed a distorted, incomplete appreciation of the subject.

3 7 r-;I 0 ~....' ) '-

I')

In a passage which was stricken from the
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final edition, but preserved in Burke's collection of the Rejected
Passages, Hogarth says,
it occur'd to me that there were many disadvntages [sic]
attended going on so well continually copying Prints and
pictures altho they should be those of the best masters nay
in even drawing after the life itself at academys. For as
the Eye is often taken off the originall to draw a bit at a
time, it is possible to know no more of the original when the
drawing is finish'd than before it was begun. 13
.
Hogarth's observation was based on an ingenious method of visual
·memory.

By the time the artist addressed his canvas and palette he

should have studied, internalized, practically memorized, the object .
under consideration.

Ideally this process should be continuous and

all-encompassing, beginning in childhood and developed throughout
1 i fe.

It was a prerequisite of . graphic representation and the vi sua 1

clarity it provided surpassed any that rote imitation could produce.
Hogarth explains:·
More reasons I form'd to myself but not necessary here why I
should not continue copying objects but rather read the
Language of them (and if possible find a grammar to it) and
collect and retain a remembrance of \mat I saw by repeated
observations only trying every now and then upon my canvas
how far I was advanc'd by that means. 14
The result of such visual mnemonics is integral knowledge of the
whole object, the object as it exists rather than as it appears-complete knowledge rather than a limited knowledge of only one, and
that a frozen, view of the object.

In Hogarth's scheme, the eye is

free--both from the controlling, selecting hand and, in a sense, from
time--t~

surround the object, to know its back and ·sides as well as

its front, its agitated state as well as its calm, its coloring at
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dawn as well as at dusk.

It is a rich, three-dimensional vision

opposed to the static two-dimensional result of mere mechanical
copying.
As Joseph Burke points out in the preface, ·the Art of Memory, .
memoria technica, was a classical concept described by Cicero in De
Oratore and Quintilian in his Institutes. 15

While Hogarth's idea

of visual memorization may have sprung originally from these classical
sources,. his elaborate means of developing such memory is highly original and suggests t hat his idea of visual memory is also the result
of his personal commitment to direct observation of nature.

In the

Introduction to the Analysis he instructs the artist to
let every object under our consideration, be imagined to have
its inward contents scoop'd out so nicely, as to have nothing
of it left but a thin. shell,; exactly corresponding both in its
inner and outer surface, to the shape of the object itself;
and let us likewise suppose this thin shell to be made up of
very fine threads, c 1osed·l y connected together, and equally
perceptible, whether the eye is supposed to observe them from
without, or within; and we shall find the ideas of the two
surfaces of this shell will naturally coincide. 16
The value of this highly contrived method becomes clearest when
put to the test.

A red apple on a white plate, for instance, viewed

at a distance from behind an easel, offers only one image of itself.
It is frozen into a two-dimens i onal composition and, if reproduced by
the usual method of copying by repeated glances and interrupted lines,
it will probably appear as some variety of red circle on a white plane
or perhaps a red circle on a white oval on a larger plane.

The ele-

ments of composition--the circle and plane--are two-dimensional and
even though they may be developed and refined by subtle highlights and
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color variations, they remain two-dimensional on the canvas because
they were conceived so.
On the other hand, if the artist considers the apple as a
scooped-out shell of itself, he will have in his mind a much more
complete image.

An apple may be weighed in the hand, tossed in the

air, polished, sliced open, perhaps peeled and seeded, even eaten.

To

consider it as a hollowed three-dimensional shell is to be aware of
what is inside the apple skin as
plate, another apple).
11

\~11

as What is outside it (air, the

To draw the imagined threads which define the

Shell 11 requires seeing outward, from the apple's core, as well as

seeing the outer form from the usual distance.

An apple drawn from

this image wi l l have volume, weight, and meaning--literally
im-port-ance--that the m9re static image could never produce.
Says Hogarth :
The oftener we think of objects in this shell-like manner, \\e
shall facilitate and strengthen our conception of any particular part of the surface of an object we are viewing, by
acquiring thereby a more perfect knowledge of the whole, to
which it belongs: because the imagination will naturally
enter into the vacant space within this shell, and there at
once, as from a center, view the whole from within, and mark
the opposite corresponding parts so strongly, as to retain
the idea of the whole, and make us masters of the meaning of
every view of the object , as we walk round it and view it
from without. 17
This method of seeing objects is the 11 language 11 of observation;
the lines which make up the shell - like images are the

11

grarrunar ...

Like

the alphabet from which we build words, phrases and structured
sentences, the lines in Hogarth's theory of visual memory also give
rise to corresponding relationships--distance, texture, depth, and
space.

Just as we remember ideas by their particular expression in
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1anguage, "he \'Jho wi 11 thus take the pains of acquiring perfect ideas
of the distances, bearings, and oppositions of several material points
and lines in the surfaces of even the most irregular figures, will
gradually arrive at the knack of recalling them into his mind when the
objects themselves are not before him ... 18
Next to the preference of direct observation over imitation, the
most distinguishing aspect of Hogarth's aesthetic theory is the view
that aesthetic beauty is the result of specific logical principles of
composition, instead of some superlative quality springing from
the superhuman abilities of certain· artists.

The greatest part of the

Analysis of Beauty is just that--a systematic dissection and examination of the formal elements of visual beauty.

Hogarth concludes the

Introduction with the expressed intention 11 toconsider the fundamental
principles ••• in those compositions in nature and art, which seem most
to please and entertain the eye, and give that grace and beauty which
is the subject of this enquiry ... 19
The theory that the achievement of beauty was the province of a
more or less superhuman ability--an unteachable if not actually divine
faculty--flourished in the Renaissance and was still widely held in
eighteenth-century England.

Hogarth, with customary pragmatism,

demystifies the great painter's .. genius .. and, in keeping with his
belief in the prime importance of observation, reduces it to mere
visual acumen:
The Common Saying that a person has (naturally) a genious for .
this or that art or that a man must be a born Painter mean no

18

more than this, viz that when the organs of sight or hearing
are more perticularly [sic] perfect than common we find a
facility in obtaining what ever we intend to acquire by them. 20
Thus it is significant that the Analysis was written by a
painter; to speak of the mechanics and problems of artistic composition without having tested one•s theories would dilute their
credibility.

That Hogarth's theories followed his experience with

canvas and paint, instead of the reverse, is apparent throughout the
Analysis.
In the twelve chapters of the Analysis Hogarth discusses the
depiction of beautiful fonns in terms of six cardinal principles, and
many minor aspects,

11

all of which cooperate in the production of

beauty, mutually correcting and restraining each other occasionally ... 21
These six principles--fitness, variety, uniformity, simplicity,
intricacy, and quantity--are chosen and defined by their ability to
engage the eye and mind in a kind of visual and intellectual exercise.
The premise that beauty can be proven by visual trial and taught by a
series of directives was not a viewpoint sympathetic to eighteenthcentury aesthetics.

In his recently

publis~ed

book on Hogarth's life

and art, David Bindman reminds us of
the essential loneliness of his theoretical position in the
early 1750's. His determined empiricism and attempt to
reduce the Beau Ideal to an observed . method could hardly
appeal to those influenced by the classical idealism -of Rome.
Nor could the connoisseurs, with their elevated conception of
art, be really interested in a work Which claimed to consider
things which "seem most to please and entertain the eye." 22
To understand this phrase is, in a sense, to understand the aim,
for Hogarth, of all beautiful fonn.

Nowhere in the Analysis,_ except
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perhaps in the section on the psychological effects of quantity, do we
find a reference to "e 1eva ted emotion," "transcendent fonn 11 or
"grandeur of mood"--all cornerstones of the Neoclassical academic
theories expressed by Reynolds in England, and in Europe by
Winckelmann, Mengs, and Piranesi.

But, as Bindman remarks, while

Hogarth
speaks scathingly of treatises \'/hich take the "more beaten
path of moral beauty," ••• his objection to them is not that
they embrace such questions, but that they stop short of the
real issues by falling back on phrases like "Je ne sais quoi 11
or call beauty a gift from heaven. 23
Hogarth's aim is much less exalted.

He intends

11

to shew what

forms or rather what appeara[n]ces of those forms the Eye best likes
as a book of cookery points out what is most relishable to the
Pallette." 24 Hogarth admits that he has "no other way .. of
demonstrating these principles

11

but by my own feeling describing how I

have felt myself upon the careful examination and enquiry into the
sight of objects." 25 But, as his whole aesthetic theory is based on
individual observation, it is consistent that the parts of his argument are too.
Hogarth's chapter on

11

Intricacy" is perhaps the best place to

begin a discussion of his analysis of beautiful forms for in a sense
all the other elements of beauty may be understood in tenms of this
one.

In this chapter, Hogarth says,
Intricacy in form ••• ! shall define to be that peculiarity
in the lines, which compose it, that leads the eye a wanton
kind of chase, and from the pleasure that gives the mind,
intitles it to the name of beautiful; and it may be justly
said, that the cause of the idea of grace more immediately
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resides in this principle; than in the other five except
variety; which indeed includes this, and all the others. 26
At first, the idea that the highest aim of art is to

11

lead the

eye a wanton kind of chase .. seems extraordinarily superficial.

But in

fact, the enlivening core of Hogarth•s entire aesthetic theory is contained in the phrase. Hogarth's is an honest art, with nature, not
ideal beauty, as his model.
11

To engage the eye in a pleasurable

dance" is to engage the observer in the dance of life itself.

Hogarth explains:
The active mind is ever bent to be employ •d. · Pursuing is the
business of our 1i ves; and even· abstracted fran any other
view, gives pleasure. Every ari-sing difficulty, that for a
while attends and interrupts the pursuit, gives a sort of
spring to the mind, enhances the pleasure, and makes what
else be toil and labour, become sport and recreation. 27
Here is the vitality of Hogarth•s art.

He makes the observing eye

repeat the same bustling, milling, hurrying dance he sees all around
him, especially in London's teeming business districts.

The intricacy ·

of his compositions--dozens of active figures, many scenes-withinscenes, and many levels of interest--is only an enthusiastic appreciation of eighteenth-century urban life.

Ironically, as Edgar Wind

points out in Art and Anarchy, it is precisely this canplexity,
requiring as it does a rigorous exercise of the mind as well as the
eye, that the twentieth-century observer often finds too _taxing.

Wind

sees this laxity of modern artistic intellect as producing superficial
art and at the same time actually removing art from the socially
influential place it should occupy:
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How often have we not heard admirers of Hogarth and Constable
repeat the insufferable cliche that only their bold sketches
reveal their force as artists, whereas the meticulous labor
they bestowed on their finished paintings was a deplorable
aberration for which they paid dearly by loss of
spontaneity •••• In Hogarth's paintings the neat and restless
cunning of his brush was meant to "lead the eye a wanton kind
of chase" but our visual imagination is much too solid to
pursue the calculated intricacies of his finished designs.
Instead we dote on the superbly sketched Shrimp Girl or the
unfinished Country Dance, and regret that not all his paintings were left as sketchy, and hence as fresh as these two. 28
But for Hogarth, intricate fonn was more canplete.

The quali- .

ties of fitness, variety, and motion that complement intricacy of fonn
all contribute to a vital movement that makes art a true image of
1ife.

For instance, that Hogarth should acknowledge fitness as 11 the

first fundamental law in nature with regard to beauty 11 29 is consistent with his method of "seeing .. objectively.

As the apple viewed

by the hollow-shell method gave rise to an organically "whole" image
instead of an anemic two-dimensional one, so
fitness of the parts to the design for which every individual thing is form'd, either by art or nature ••• is of the
greatest consequence to the beauty of the whole. This is so
evident, that even the sense of seeing, the great inlet of
beauty, is itself so strongly biased by it, that if the
mind, on account of this kind of value in a fonm, esteem it
beautiful, tho' on all other considerations it be not so;
the eye grows insensible especially after it has been a considerable time acquainted with it. 30
.
In Hogarth's aesthetic system the eye is most pleased by the
integrity of the forms it perceives.

A human figure performing the

physical work for which it is trained is more appealing than a "posed"
figure aod infinitely more appealing than a figure unsuited to its
situation.

It is not difficult to see the social implications of this
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theory of art.

As Jac k Lindsay explains in his biographical work on

Hoga·rth:
· Hogarth's ideas about fitness and function go much further
than merely involving an adaptation for some particular
purpose. They are essentially organic and are concerned with
the deep formative processes which involve a highly complex
and living relationship between organism and environment.
The state of biology in his day prevented him from working
this aspect out; he is forced to rest himself on an intuitive
sense of organic form; its connections, its vital energies
and systems of self-expression. 31
.
While Hogarth's chapter entitled

11

Variety 11 is very brief,. the

importance of variety and its effects in composition are discussed
throughout every section of the Analysis.

11

ln a word,. 11 he says,. ''the

art of composing well is the art of varying well.u 32 No single
quality is more enthr alling to Hogarth or, in his opinion,. to mankind.
Natural life is not uniform; neither are men's interests.

As evidence

for this contention, Hogarth says,
Shakespear, who had the deepest penetration into nature,. has
sum'd up all the chanms of beauty in two words,. INFINITE
VARIETY; where, speaking of Cleopatra's power over Anthony,.
he says,.
--Nor custom stale
Her infinite variety:-(Act II, Sc • .3) 33
The variety in composition that Hogarth prescribes is not
indiscriminate,. however.
haphazard.

For,

11

It is conscious, composed,. rather than

When the eye is glutted with a succession of

variety, it finds relief in a certain degree of sameness; and even
plain space becomes agreeable, and properly introduced, and contrasted
\'lith variety, adds to it more variety.

I mean here and everywhere
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indeed a composed variety; for variety uncomposed, and without design ,
is confusion and deformity ... 34
:/

11

The elements of composition which make up Hogarth•s theory of

Composed beauty" are summed up in what he considers the animating

principle of all beautiful forms:

the Serpentine line.

This phenome-

non is a particular kind of waving line thought to express a sort of
quintessential elegance by virtue of its shape and motion.

Throughout

the Analysis the serpentine line is again and again cited as a symbol
of the aesthetic qualities Hogarth most admires--variety, intricacy,
motion, grace.

Its complementary curves, one concave, one convex,

represent duality, contrast and balance, while they engage the eye in
constant movement.
As Joseph Burke points out, the idea of this 11 1i ne of beauty, 11
as it is also called , was not original with Hogarth, being "as old as
art itself 11 and ha~ ing reached

11

its heyday in the seventeenth-century,

with artists as different but representative as Bernini, Rubens, and
Murillo ... 35 The difference between Hogarth and his predecessors, ·
however, was Hogarth•s

11

applicat ion of the serpentine line to surface

rather than outline...

36

This recalls the method of

11

remembering 11 natural fonns by a

system of she 11-shapes and 1i nes . _ To i 11 ustrate the use of the serpentine line to express elegant form, Hogarth uses the graphic example
of a curved sheep•s horn to show
that the whole horn acquires a beauty by its being thus genteely bent two different ways; ••• [and] that whatever lines
are drawn on its external surface become graceful, as they
· must all of them, from the twist that is given the horn,
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partake in some degree or other, of the shape of the
serpentine-line: and, lastly, when the horn is split, and the
inner as well as the outward surface of its shell-like form
is exposed, the eye is peculiarly entertained and relieved in
the pursuit of these serpentine-lines, as in their twistings
their concavities and convexities are alternately offer•d to
its view. Hollow forms, therefore, composed of such lines
are extremely beautiful and pleasing to the eye; in many
cases more so, than those of solid bodies. 37
This description introduces a means of depicting depth, volume
and shape with the serpentine line, which had before been limited to
two-dimensional composition.

Hogarth describes, and illustrates in

the two extremely detailed engravings which accompany the Analysis,
countless examples to prove his theory:

the curves found in muscles

clinging to and supporting bone structure, the varied curves of rococo
furni-ture, even the curves found in women•s under-stays.

Consider the

human frame, for instance:
There is scarce a straight bone in the whole body. Almost
all of them are not only bent different ways, but have a ki·nd
of twist, which in some of them is very graceful; and the
muscles annex•d to them tho' they are of various shapes,
appropriated to their particular uses, generally have their
component fibres running in these serpentine lines,
surrounding and conforming themselves to the varied shape of
the bones they belong to. 38
For Hogarth, the serpenti ne line is by no means an articifial
construct to be applied to beautify nature.
occurring within and among all natural forms.

It is integra]_ to nature,
It is the artist•s job

to reveal the line in each of his engraved or painted images.

To do

so is to weave emotional and intell ectual life into his twodimensional figures.

It is a guarantee against a static image.

One

has only to look at Hogarth•s engraving, Strolling Actresses dressing
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in a Barn (1738) or his wall painting, The Pool of Bethesda in
St. Bartholomew ' s Hospital (London, 1735-7), to see the serpentine
line repeated again and again , and to experience the busy, rococo
energy it generates.

In his Preface, Joseph Burke sums up the effects

of this graceful 'line of beauty' in Hogarth's art:
To look at one of his pict ures is both a visual and an
intellect ua l adventure. The eye stops and moves, stops,
turns back and starts again in a different direction. But
this irregular movement synchronizes perfectly with the
discoveries of the mind . Liberation follows effort. 39
Hogarth' s imagination is i nformed primarily by the senses.

His

nature is l ife as it is seen, heard, felt and breathed--without
censure.

In Hogarth's aestheti c system, the artist is also,

literally, a scientist, one who seeks knowledge of the world by
empirical proofs.

In this i nvestigative role, he remains psychologi-

cally separate fr·om the world he studies; his interest is active,
enthusiastic, even intimate, but still objective. Above all, art
should be engaging to the eye; if possible it should repeat in its
internal dynamics the rhythm and energy of observed life.

It

accomplishes th is by means of composed i ntri cacy , variety, simplicity,
motion.

Final ly , the Serpenti ne Line symbol izes and expresses this

rhythm by its two complementary curves which imply many directions of
movement restrained by internal tension .
The artist ic independence and respect for nature implicit in
Hogarth's Analys is of Beauty will be emphasized by the following
discussion of Sir Joshua Reynolds' much more conservative aesthetic
system.
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II
The Grand Style of art , as it was "legislated" by Sir Joshua
Reynolds in his Discourses on Art and introduced to the students of
England's Royal Academy from 1769-1790, embraced the most salient
Neoclassical aesthetic theories, many of which had had their first
expression in the aestheti c doctrines of Plato, Aristotle, and
Longinus.

Ultimately, the principles epitomized by Reynolds as essen-

tial to the Grand Style of art "maintained no lasting hold upon taste
outside the Academies" 1 probably because they failed to provide for
the breadth of human interests,

esp~cially

those accompanying the

growth of industry and the r ise of an educated middle . class, and the
accomodating power of the visual arts to speak for all human
experience.

De spite his fail ure to "fix" an enduring style of art,

however, Reynol ds ' Di scourses show him a conservative but thoughtful
exponent of his soci ety and a close collaborator with Johnson, Burke,
and Goldsmith as arbi t er of t hat society's established aesthetic
morality.
Reynolds and Hogarth are in most respects directly antithetical.
While Hogarth stood for emp i rical observation, variety, and a visually
11

entertaining" composition, Reyn olds' theories were infonned by uni-

versal properties , imitation of past masters, and an elevated emotional response.

Hogarth sought independence from elite patronage and

the confining dictates of academies; Reynolds was founder of the Royal
Academy -of Art in 1758 and its president from 1768 to 1790.

His

aesthetic system is didactic, conservative, Classical in both fonm and
substance.

All three of t hese qual ities are apparent in the closing

statement of Discourse I , in which Reynolds expresses his ·
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hope, that this institut ion may answer the expectations of
its Royal Founder; that the present age may vie in Art with
that of Leo the Tenth; and that the diynity of the dying Art
(to make use of an expression of Pliny may be revived under
the Reign of GEORGE THE THIRD. 2
.
In his survey of Neoclassical aesthetics, Lorenz Eitner
describes the limitat ions to be expected in any 11 0fficial 11 academic
aesthetic

doctrine:

The official character of the academy, its claim to
authority and desire for stability \~re bound to make it
conservative. Academic doctrine rested ultimately on principles not open to debate. The range of academic thought
therefore was narrow, and confined to a small repertory of
ideas •••• The limitation and fixity of academic doctrine
accounts for its remarkabl e cohe-rence, but it also makes
clear why it had to come into conflict with the more dynamic
thought of the period. 3
· ·
·
Two paradoxes become apparent in considering Reynolds' advocacy
of the Grand Style of art:

First, by striving to portray subjects so

general that they -would "please all and always, .. 4 the Grand Style,
as Reynolds descr ibes it, is so detached from real life as to please
only an elite few as a mode of expression.

Reynolds admits in his

last Discourse that "as this great styl e itself is artificial in the
highest degree, it presupposes in the spectator, a cultivated and prepared artificial state of mind." 5

Reynolds sees this state of mind

as a goal to be aspired to, but it can al so be seen as a hindrance to
art.

By attempting to transcend all particular dates, events and

personalities, the painter of the Grand Style was unable to respond
artistically to his own experience of the ·world, which is always
particular.

All concrete , particular, memorable experience had to be

ruthlessly sublimated to the general idea.
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The second paradox concerns the fact that Reynolds• Discourses
dictate a whole

11

Style" of art, including moral and philosophical as

well as formal principles, as opposed to Hogarth•s Analysis which
treats only visual effects.

One may apply Hogarth's instructions

about observation and composition to any "style" of visual art; to
assume Reynolds• aesthetic proposals is to accept not only the formal
rules but significant substantive obligations (subjects, poses, dress,
coloring, expression) as well.
happens in pictures."

Hogarth says, in effect,

Reynolds says,

11

11

Here is what

Here is what ought to happen ...

The very efforts to "fix" a style of art by rules and fonnal criteria
rendered the Grand Style as transitory as any. other style of art.
·The idea that the highest principles of art and taste are universal and unchanging, and therefore able to be pinned down and
categorized, is unfamiliar to the twentieth century, but it was an
all-pervasive tenet of Neoclassical thought.

In Discourse VII

Reynolds gives an example of the kind of deduction which allows this
theory:
We will take it for granted, that reason is something
invariable and fixed in the nature of things; and ••• we will
conclude, that whatever goes un der the name of taste, which
we can fairly bring under the dominion of reason, must be
considered as equally exempt from change. If therefore, in
the course of this enquiry, we can shew that there are rules
for the conduct of the artist which are fixed and invariable,
it follows of course, that the art of the connoisseur or~ in
other words, taste, has likewise invariable principles.
Reynolds• advanc ment of the Grand Style was in part a product
of his self-perceived duty to advance and expand British art as a
whole.

He saw European, especially Italian, art as the model to which
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the Royal Academy should aspire; accordingly, he strongly reconmended
that the Grand Tour of Europe's galleries be part of the English
artist's education.

He himself had made such a tour and had studied

abroad from 1749-1752.

According to Roger Fry, in his well-known

Reflections on British Painting:
What, in effect, Reynolds attempted, what he inculcated with .
persuasive eloquence in his Discourses, was to wean British
art from its isolation and provinciality and to bring it into
line with the great European tradition as it had been ela- .
borated by the Italians •••• He tried to check our tendency to
be satisfied with a superficial _and lazy pleasure in trivial
anecdote and descriptive realism. In short, he was the advocate of plastic as opposed to literary art. 7
.
Reynolds' attitude toward Nature and its use to the artist is
substantially different from the infinitely various and particular
Nature of Hogarth.

In the seventh Discourse Reynolds gives the

following definition:
My notion of nature comprehends not only the fonms which
nature produces, but also the nature and internal fabrick of
the human mind and imagination •••• Deformity is not nature,
but · an accidental deviation from her accustomed practice.
This general idea therefore ought to be called Nature, and
nothing else, correctly speaking, has a right to that name. 8
For Hogarth, Nature was external, objective, and its value in
art lay in its "otherness" from both artist and observer.

It enter-

tained by virtue of contrast, variety, intricacy, motion, and energy.
For Reynolds,

11

nature" is essentially "human nature"; it is external

nature translated by intr ins ic human values and human reason.

It

inspires recognition and identification by its universal properties,
and it is to be studied not by empirical "seeing .. but by intellectual
synthesis and understanding.

The "object and intention of all the
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Arts, .. says Reynolds,

11

is t o supply the natural imperfection of

things, and often to gratify t he mind by realizing and embodying what
never existed but in the imag ination ... 9
Hogarth' s aim was to see Nature as completely and objectively as
possible; Reynolds cautions the artist against that very aim.

He says

in Discourse III that Nature herself is not to be too closely
11

copied ••• a mere copier of nature can never produce anything great;
can never raise and enlarge the conceptions, or warm the heart of the
spectator ... 10 Rather, he says, "the who 1e beauty and. grandeur of
art consi st s, in my opinion, in being able to get above all singular
fonns, local customs, particulariti es, and details of every kind ... 11
· It is by a distilling proces s of observation, comparison, and
selection of individual fonms that t he artist arrives at a
quintessent ial,

11

beautiful 11 form .

In Rambler Essay No. 4, Samuel

Johnson, Reynolds' friend and colleague , reinforces this mainstream
Neoclassical view of art:
It is justly considered as t he greatest excellency of
art, to imitate nature, but it i s necessary to distinguish
those parts of nature, which are most prope r for
imitation •••• If the world be promisc uously described, I cannot see of what use it can be to read the account, or why it
may not be as safe to turn the eye immediately upon mankind
as upon a mi r ror which shows all •• •without discrimination. 12
Reynol ds is aware of the long history of this theory and, in
fact, it is its universal appeal and endura nce that most recommend it
to him.

He says in Discourse III:

Every lang uage has adapted terms expressive of this
excellence. The gusto grande of t he Italians, the beau ideal
of the French, and t he great styl e, genius, and taste among
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the Engl is h, are but di f ferent appellations of the same
thing. It is this intellectual dignity ••• that ennobles the
painte r's art; that lays the line between him and the mere
mechani ck; and produces those great effects in an instant,
which eloquence and po et ry~ by slow and repeated efforts, are
scarcely abl e to attain . l~
\

This ideal Nature is a Classical concept that can be traced to
Aristotle's statement that "the poet, being an imitator, like a
painter or any other artist, must of necessity imitate one of three
objects--t hings as they were or are, things as they are said or
thought t o be, or th i ngs as t hey ought to be ... 14
The most detached, empi r ical perception produces a 11 thing as it
is," that i s, as it is general ly agreed to be by disinterested
observers.

This is the kind of perception Hogarth strove for by Close

scrutiny of all of nature's di verse and imperfect forms.

Empirical

observat i on emphasizes the integrity of the object and minimizes the
artist's i nterpretive power.
minute detail and variety.
inferior.

It engages and challenges the eye with
For Reynolds, this approach to art is

In Discourse III, he dismisses empirical observation :

If deceiving the eye were the only business of the art there
is no doubt, indeed, but the mi nute painter would be more apt
to succeed; but it is not the eye, it is the mind, which the
painter of genius desires to address. 15
Successive degrees of artistic involvement in or interpretation
of a subject, produce an increasingl y humanized image.

~he

"thing as

it is thought to be" is more subjective than the "thing as it is."
Likewise, the thing as it ought to be" i s the most subjective image
11

of all, the mos t refined and imbued wit h specific human moral values.
This highly ref ined image is the goal .of the Grand Style.

A painter
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in the Grand Style, says Reynolds,

11

like the philosopher!t will con- ·

sider nature in the abstract, and represent in every one of his
figures the character of the species ... 16
In Hogarth's opinion, a beautiful fonn should
tain the eye."

11

please and enter-

For Reynolds the aim of art is deeper and more narrow.

In Discourse III he instructs the Academy's students to create images
which appeal to the intellect, which is superior to the senses:
Instead of endeavoring to amuse mankind with the minute neatness of his imitations, [the artist] must endeavor to improve
them by the grandeur of his ideas; instead of seeking praise,
by deceiving the superficial sense of the spectator, he must
strive for fame by captivating the imagination. 17
.
In his treatise on eighteenth-century British aesthetics, Walter

J. Hipple explains the intellectual center of Reynolds' aesthetics:
Since the root [of Reynolds' aesthetics] is not a supernal
nature but a terrestrial, the ideal universe being a product
of imagination, the faculties of the mind play a crucial
role. But Reynolds' view of the faculties is neither original nor complex; sense perceives, fancy combines, reason
distinguishes. Appropriately, since imagination is the combining and generalizing power, the arts depend upon it for
their higher qualities, and upon sense only by a condescension to the necessities of human nature.l8
·
How is the artist, then, to discipline his mind, to learn to
synthesize the varied forms of nature into a properly "essential" fonn
which the highest art demands?

Admitting that 11 COuld we teach taste

and genius by rules, they would no longer be taste and genius, 11 19
Reynolds allows that "there are many beauties in our art, that seem,
at first, to lie within the reach of precept, and yet may easily be
reduced to pract i ca1 pri nc i p1es ••.•• This great idea 1 perfection and
beauty are not to be sought in the heavens, but upon the

earth~
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The idea that the arti st had the power to create wholly new
ideas or images was insubstanti al to Reynolds.

He rejected the idea

that an artist was either inspired, that is, born with creative
powers, or not.

Rather, he cons ide red human imaginative powers· to

vary among individuals as do physical and sensory abilities, and to be
teachable by well-established method.

In Discourse VII he elaborates

this human istic view:
The internal fabrick of our minds, as well as the external fonm of our bodies, being nearly uniform; it seems then
to follow of course, that as the imagination is incapable of
produc ing any thing originall y of itself, and can only vary
and combine those ideas with which it is furnished by means
of the senses, there will be necessarily an agreement in the
imaginations as in the senses of men •••• It is from knowing
what are the general feelings and passions of mankind that we
acquire a true idea of what imagination is. 21
·
Paradoxically, the "essence" of a subject--its ideal form, which
is ultimately unatt ainable--is best sought, according to Reynolds, in ·
a structured and systematic way.

It is in this aspect of Reynolds'

advice to his students that he appears most conservative, and most
contrary to theories of artistic originality and inspiration.

It is

also this particular attention to method which shows Reynolds most
clearly a man of his age, a thorough initi ate of history-conscious
Neoclassicism.

To discover that singul ar fonn of Nature, the grandeur

and perfect ion of which cannot fail to arouse man's most noble
sentiments, Reynolds says,
can be the work only of him, who ••• has extended his views to
all . ages and to all schools; and has acquired from that
comprehensive mass ••• a well-digested and perfect idea of his
art to which everything is referred. 22
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In Reynolds' aesthetic system, the path to

11

genius" is the study

and imitation of the works of other artists, particularly the
acknowledged masters of former schools.

This precept, too, originated

in Classical philosophy and was often defended in the eighteenthcentury by reference to the first-century A.D. manuscript of
longinus, On the Sublime:
In general, consider those examples of sublimity, to be
fine and genuine which please all and always. For when men of
different pursuits, lives, ambitions, ages, languages, hold
identical views on one and the same subject, then that verdict
which results, so to speak, from a concert of discordant elements makes our faith in the object of admiration strong and
unassailable. 23
Perhaps the most probing discussion of Reynolds' insistence on
eclectic knowledge and of the importance to his age of broad Classical
knowledge is to be found in Walter Jackson Bate's From Classic to
Romantic:
study,

Premises of Taste in Eighteenth-Century England.

In this

Bate identifies the psychological basis for Reynolds' theory

of imitation of past works of art:
The function of the educated and disci p1i.ned taste is not
to be regarded as a series of isolated and dispassionate
deliberations on the basis of experience and knowledge; its
action is single and immediate, and the ideas and principles
which it employs are digested, .. and are then retained, as it
were, in potential effect. Reynolds, who gave a unified
expression to so many of the English critical tendencies of
his age, substantiated this conviction by one of the general
conclusions of contemporary associationist psychology. The
mind may be determined and molded by the character of what it
contemplates; it adapts itself to that character; it takes
on, as by infection, the attributes which it discerns--it
expands in conceiving the sublime, contracts in noting the
minute, and becomes lax in attending to the disordered. 24
11
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Thus by a consci ous selection of the objects of contemplation
the artist may, in a quite dogmatic way, improve and augment his
understanding of great ideas and hence his ability to produce them
from his own resources .

Imitati on of classic art can thus exercise,

clarify, and refine the artist 's powers of perception as well as his
method of execut ion.

Bate continues:

By the sympathetic and acute study of artists Whose works
have stood the test of ages , .,.,e may .. catch something of their
way of thinking "; ideas which before 11 lay in embryo, feeble~
ill-shaped, and confused," may thus be developed, conso 1i dated and directed; but at a11 times 11 We must not content
ourselves \'lith merely admiring a-nd relishing, we must enter
into the principles on which the work is wrought ... 25
The vitalizing force of the Grand Style of art, then, lay in the
elevated emotion inspired by universal generalities.

These generali-

ties were to be deduced and extracted from imperfect natural ·fonns and
studied in the works of the great Italian and Classical artists.

But

how was the artist, addressi ng his canvas with pencil and brushes, to
begin? What princ iples of composition could give correct embodiment
to the grand image now fixed in his mind?
For Hogarth, the Serpentine Line symbolized and animated the
energetic compositions he admired.

Reynolds did not isolate a single

graphic symbol which governs the internal dynamics of "grandeur."
Since the Grand Style is produced by the absence of particular graphic
detail, it is appropriately informed more by an abstract principle
than by a graphic const ruct.

This principle, as one might expect, is

universality, in every aspect of composition.

Discourse IV deals

almost exclusively with the specific decisions involved in setting up
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a picture, that is, selecting and limiting the subject, choosing
postures, props, colors, lighting, expressions, which will most
contribute to a noble effect.
Reynolds,

11

11

1 have fonnerly" observed, .. says

that perfect form is produced by leaving out

particularities, and retaining only general ideas:

I shall now

endeavor to shew that this principle ••• extends itself to every part of
the Art; that it gives what is called the grand style, to Invention,
to Composition, to Expression, and even to Colouring and Drapery ... 26
Most importantly, the Grand Style requires a universal subject.
·-

The stock of subjects acceptable to the Grand Style does not allow
much latitude and, in fact, says Reynolds, original
invention in Painting does not imply the invention of the
subject ; for that is commonly supplied by the Poet or
Historian. With respect to choice, no subject can be proper
that is not generally interesting. It ought to be either
some eminent instance of heroick action, or heroick
suffering. There must be something either in the action, or
in the object in which men are universally concernedA and
which powerfully strikes upon the publick sympathy. ~7
Reynolds recommends lifting subjects from Greek and Roman fables
and from history,

11

Which early education, and the usual course of

reading, have made familiar and interesting to all Europe, without
being degraded by the vulgarism of ordinary life in any country ... 28
Scripture hi story and genera 1 hi story are the other two categories
which are especially suited to the ennobling Grand Style.
Art has always partaken of the rich resources of myth and
history for inspiration and suggestion.

Classical subjects especially

were important in an age which produced An Essay on Criticism,
Rasselas, and The Deserted Village, all of vmich borrow directly from
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Classical sources, either for
tion to ci rcumsc ribe the

ubject or form.

But by allowing tradi-

ntire range of his subject matter, as

he art·fst sacri fices his chance (today we might say

Reynolds adv ises

obligation) to involve Lis ovm creat i ve judgment in choosing

ne~

jects, and making ne1:¥ and original statements by those choices.
image-mak ing ,

P ~yn ol ds ,

or

scripture and fat

[r.i;

is reall y image re-making, since

cH'e continuous

One wonders trovJ vita1 t hee
subjects could

e~

11

subThus.

myth~

re- vi sions 11 of pre-conceived images.

Cl ass ical~

and classically-rendered.

to either· t! e arti s t or t he public, outside of an

elite clas s of conno ·rssr;urs vJhose own social nobility was gratified by
seeing gra nd and rot 1e
Ways of Seeing , a

~ubjects

co .l1 ec t ·~on

in art.

John Berger, co-author of

of essays on art first presented as a BBC

television seri e , offers an interest i ng anal ysis of this e~clusive
use of mytholog ic a·t r:nd
Berger~

11

his~orical

subjects.

Classic texts, says

wh atever "'h ~. i ~~ i ntr'i ns ic wort h, supp 1i ed the higher strata of

the ruling cla s s \l'tith a sys\te.m of ref e r·ences for the fonns of their
own ideali zed behav1or·- oc., , 1ay off red examples of how the heightened
moments of 1i fe. • s ou ·[ c !J . 1·1ved, or, at least, should be seen to be
lived ... 29 Berger sees th~ subj ec s of t he Grand Style as pranoting
and reinforc i ng an elite cu1tur · ! sel f -image and ca ndidly admits that
these painti ngs strike us today as "vacuous .. --exal ted~ pretentious,
but somehow,

11

empty .. u

T~ e reason f or th is, says Berger, is that

they did not need to stimu1at . the imagination. If ~hey had,
they woul d have serw'ed their ~urpose le ss well. !he1r purpose- was not to transport the1 r spectat~r-owners 1nto new
experience, but to embel lish suc h exper1ence as they already
possessed . Before t hese ca nvases the s~ectator-?wne r hoped .
to see the classic f ace of hi s own ·pass1 on or gr~ef or
generosity . The ideal i zed ap pe a rance~ he fou~ d 1n th~
painting were an aid, a suppo rt , to h1s own v1 ew of h1mself.
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I~ t~ose ap ~ea rances he found the guise of his own (or his
w1fe s or h1s da u9hte s.') nobility. 30

Reyno 1ds wou 1d pr"ouab 1y re p1y to Berger that it is not the subjects of art that sho

·~

i di s p ay the artist' s originality~ but his

conception and depi cti \ n of the subjects .
the: ~

visual conception of
says

Rey nold s~ allo~·~ .)

"Whenever a story is
the action and

The fact that each man's

universal themes is ultimately

individual~

ever-y ch·utce for original expression.
re1 ~tcd

!<.

He

says~

every man f onns a picture in his mind of

xpr ss.i on of the persons employed .

The power of

represent ing thi s mt.:nta1 pictur · on canvass is what we call Invention

r.ut hav ·fn g acknowledged this much, Reynolds makes

in a Painter . 11 31
it the painter' s
individua lity .

obli~ut.-i · n

He

to subdue all evi dence of that very

contim1~s~

And as in the conleption rrf this ideal picture, the mind does
not enter int o t he mtnut~ peculiari ties of the dress,
furni ture , or sc ·\Jne of act ion; so when the Painter comes to
repre sent it , he contriv0s. tfose 1i tle necessary concanitant
circumstance s i n suet c manne r that they shall strike the
spectator no mor ~ t h-J
n they did h ~m se 1 f in his first concep")1.·
t ion of the story . u .
The unq ue stioned genius that pr·oduced such masterpieces as
Caravaggio 's Madon na de~~rio

nd Raph ael •s The Transfiguration

seems diffic ult to rec o ~~i·te with such pedant ic method.

In certain

-

passages of the Di scourses~ Reynolds' idea of ori ginal invention seems
to consist in obsc uri 19
subject • s.

he pa ·nter•s ind ividual ity as much as his

The qual it i .s Hogar~tn saw as most contributing to beauty--

variety, . intr ic acy, motion-..,arc precisely those Reynolds warns
against in composing a pictur·e of enduring grandeur.
dictory it may be in geometry, it is

"However contra-

rue in t aste, that many little
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things will not make a great oneo

The Subl ime impresses the mind at

once with one great idea.; it is a

ing le blow ... 33

A second element

of composit ions then , i s .1nost complete absence of particular detail
of every kind :

tLA11

S!.

a11c

things, however perfect in their way, are

to be sacr ifi ced \'lithoul. mercy to the greater ... 34

This goes for

co 1ori ng, 1i ght i ng and shadows .F as we 11 as for arrangement of figures
and props.

Thus, '1 though to ttte: principal group a second or third be

added, and a second and t hin{ mas s of light, care must be yet taken
that the se

subo rcHna t ~

actions- and · 1ights ••• do not cane into any

degree of com pet ·it ion \',11th the pr,·e nci pa 1 ... 35
Col ori ng

11k.t:.•.-rt~t~? r

i s to be s·ubd ued and passive , serving only

· to heighten the overdil effect of the central fig ure:
To give a genera1 a ·h~ of gr'andeur at first view, all trifling
or art ful play of 1H.t1e 1ights, or an attention to a variety
of tints is t o he avo ·i d! u; a qu ·i etness and simp 1 i city must
reig n over the whoL. wor-k~ t whic a breadth of unifonn, and
simple col ur· ~ w·f11 very much cont rib ute. 36
Wi th re spect tc ~ tc.xtur·e and the utangib le" elements of a
compositi on, Reynv1cL ~ . ay"'~ thj.t in the Grand Style, "Cloathing is
neither woo len , nor 1inGn, nor

i k, sa tin, or ·velvet:

drapery; it is nothing rnor~ .. " 37'

it is

Thi s theme- -synthesize, subdue,

generalize--i s repeated for every a, ~pect of canposi tion.

Hogarth, it

may be reca 11 ed , he ·1 d that "the art of composi ng we 11 is the art of
varying we 11. 11

Reyno 1d

mi ght say

composing well is the a rt o· tr-an

on the contrary, that the art of
ending all apparent variations.

In sum, the imagi nation which produces art in the Grand Style . is
intellectual .

Imperfect nature is consci ously refined, distilled and

the essence extracted which best represe nts the spec ies rather than
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the ind ividual .

The artist who wis hes to paint in the Grand Styl_e

must careful ly imit ate tho Clas sic al artists and Italian masters whose
works exempl ify t he nob1e-st images of art.

The product of such study

is an image that will transcend fluctuations of taste and artistic ·
revolution.

The Grand

immortali ty by co nsci
position: subj ect,
emotional effect is

St~y1e

is literal ly Neoclassical; it strives for

~ ntious ~;,eneral

ac tion ~ e~~pres

ization of all elements of can-

ion, coloring and mood.

The desired

1evat1on of feeling and reinforcement of

establis hed i deas of notd1 its and moral propriety.
Hogarth and ReyncLd s are thus opposed i n their attitudes toward
all three i ssue s

b~tng

considered:

percepti on of nature, the intended

effects of art , and thG primary principle of composi tion.

In the next

section Wi lliam B1ake wi11 behead as a thi rd voice in the debate.
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III

Will iam Blake ' s theories of imag inat ion provide a radical
counter to t hos e of Hogarth and Reyno lds.

His unequivocal attitudes

toward nat ure, inritatior. and compos ition t ake the process of imagination pa st

Reynolds~

~u bj ·· ctive,

m_y;:;t: rc vision"

of transce nde t

intellectualized images into the realm
Po l iticall y, Blake is close to

Hogarth in spurn ·in" piitronage and academic doctrine, and he is com~

pletely opposed to H2y11o1d
represented ever_ythinq

h~

whose aesthet ic and social conservatism

a· horred.

Perhaps i t is significant that

Blake ne ve r formu dte"'! a syst matic aesthet ic theory, since it was the
rigid, dogmati c
particul arl y

11

ru1c:; t~ of the acad mics and connoisseurs which he

rea ~ te d u~a1ns~~

Bl ake 's opinior1s on ar t are to be gleaned f rom several sources.
The best known is probt~tdy his uA.n notati ons to Si r Joshua Reynolds'
Discours es , 11 writ t(~t· u!JOUl 18.AL,

Thes

are a seri es of extremely can-

did objecti ons and r~ uttdl s to spec ifi c passages i n the first eight
Discourses.

Another.· sou

vitriolic stat ements

01

Tc0

ut inc is ·ve and only slig htly less

or··i· ·i n-:dity and the uses of Nature is the text

of a publ ic ad dress puuli.:hed in h:s noteb ook (the Ros setti MS) under
the title "Chaucer's ·a r.tedn~ry Pilgr-i ms, Bei ng a Complete Index of
Human Characters as they appear Age after Age .. (1 810).

The other

major source is the ~~scri~tjl_~~Cata1ogue of Pictu re s ·whi ch accompanied an exh ibiti on and sate of Bla''e's watercolors in 1809.
documents, t ogether with excerpt~ from

These

etters and poems, provide a

comprehensive de sc ription of Blake's high ly independe nt view of
artistic imagination.
Despite Bl ake•s categorical statements about Nature and the
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artistic im itation of Ndture, taken si ngly and out of context they do
not give a true pictu re of his comp1icated relation to the perceived
For ins anccs ir hi s ad vertisement to his Chaucer engravings,

world.
he says,

No man of ~en:?e ever supposes that Copying from Nature is
the Art of PDinti ng ; if the Ar· is no mo re than this, it is
no better than ci ny other ~1anua 1 Labor ; any body may do it and
the fo ol oft ~ n vd! 1 do it bE·st as it is a work of no Mind. 1
he r ~

What Bl ake cor.dtJ:nn5

i s Nature-c opying as art, not the va 1 ue

of Nature-copyin'£1 it sel f ;; t't'hic.h i s ind 'ispe nsable to the craft of the
artist.

Unl ike Houcn·th 9 f nr whom objective , minute and careful

"seeing" was the bD: :-;·Is of ttn errt·ir'e~ "visual ly pleasing" system of
art, Blake saw such carc: fu11y t ra ined, · pract iced sight as merely a
prerequis ite

o art .'lddt. though fa r surpass ing any kind of rote

hand-and-eye coord L-·t·rt1nn;~ must sti11 have such ·discipline at its
bidding. To ReyrHd d: ~ sl atemt:~ nt that artists are incapable

11

0f pro-

ducing anyt hing of their own, ~10 have spent much of their time in
making fin i sh' d co&!c-:se~ of oti1e·\"' \·iorks

f art , as opposed to copying

only their general effects,!/ B1C1 '" e rep ies, "Copying correctly is the
only School to the Langr1acie of Art '! : 2
No one can ever Desiqn tii1 he has learn'd the Language of
Art by mak ing man.;~ Finish' ct Copies both of_Nature _and of Art
and of whateve r ,omes in his vt.ay f r an Earl1est Ch 1ldhood.
The difference be:tv:ee n a bad A i~t i st and a Good One Is: the
Bad Art ist Seems to Copy a Great deal . The Good one Really
Does Copy a Great Oea1Q 3
And to Reynold s~ i ndic ·ment of "servil e copying .. of Nature or of
other artist s, Blake r etor·ts, ~~contemptib le.
Great Merit of Copying.

11

4

Servile Copying is the
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A minutely discipli ned graphic ability is to the visual artist
what dexterity in language is to the poet.

Just as precision and

facility with words do not make poetry, neither do fine and precise
copies make art.

In his Chaucer address, Blake voices outrage at

"servile" copies being advanced as ;works of art:
A Man sets himself down with Colours and with all the
Articles of Painting; he puts a Model before him and he
copies so neat as to make it a deception: now let any Man of
Sense ask himself one Question: Is this Art? can it be
worthy of admiration to any body of Understanding? Who could
not do this? what man who has eyes and an ordinary share of
patients cannot do this nearly? is this Art7 Or .is it
glorious to a Nation to produce -such contemptible Copies?
Countrymen, Countrymen, do not suffer yourselves to be
disgraced . 5
For both Hogarth and Reynolds, imagination was dialectic between
object and image.

Natural form, perceived by the senses was

translated into the images of art by certain conscious mental
processes.
of objective

For Hogarth, Nature had the stronger argument; his method
11

Seeing" and visual memory involved minimal interpreta-

tion by the artist but maximum attention to detail. His is an art of
conscious nature-reporting.

For Reynolds, the advantage in the

nature-artist dialogue lay with the artist.

The mYriad forms of

Nature had to be sifted, generalized, interpreted by a· moral system,
humanized, before being embodied in the images of art.

In the Grand

Style of art, the artist and social convention were clearly the arbiters and controllers of Nature.

Innovation, even deviation, were all

but impossible.
Blake carries the "humanizing .. of Nature to its creative. limit.
For him there is no dichotomy between form and image; there is no
"otherness'' in Nature; Nature is Imagination itself.

All Nature, all

I
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life, is human, mean ingful, and symbolic • . In a letter to Dr. Trusler,
Blake wrote in 1799 ·
And I know that This World Is a World of Imagination and
Vis ion . I see Every th i ng I paint In This World, but Every
body does not see alike . To the Eyes of a Miser a Guinea is
more beautiful than the Sun, and a bag worn with the use of
Money has more beautiful proportions than a Vine filled with
Grapes. The tree which moves some to tears of joy is in the
Eyes of others only a Green thing that stands in the way.
Some See Nature all Ri di cule and Deformity, and by these I
shall not regulate my proportions; and Some Scarce see Nature
at all. But to the Eyes of the Man of Imagination, Nature is
Imagination itself . As a man is, So he Sees. As the Eye is
fonmed, such are it Powers. You certainly Mistake, when you
say that the Visions of Fancy are not to be found in This
World. To Me This Wor l d i s all One continued Vision of Fancy
or Imagination, and I feel Flatter'd when I am told so. 6
The exchange of energy between perceiver and perceived object was
for both Hogarth and Reynolds a linear , one-way operation between the
auth or ity of the artist and wholly "other" Nature.

Meaning was trans-

fered from man to -object in something of a closed system.
image s

~~rebound

va 1ues .

Hogarth's

by met hodic objectivity and particular _formal

Even Reyno 1ds • grandeur of emotion \'/as emotion defined by

convention, tradition and imitat i on.

By Blake's definition, neither

of t hese approaches to art was truly creative because neither allowed
transcendent "vision" to unite the t wo halves of the imaginative
process.

As Mark Scharer explai ns in William Blake:

The Politics of

Vision:
Blake 's experience--his temperament- -demanded a universe that
was above all "open," a uni verse that was not i ndifferent to
man but an extens i n of man, a universe in which all things
were . i n organic and acti ve relat ionsh ip with all others, and
which was const antly i nterpenetrated by these relationships.
He cou ld expre ss hi s need in t erms as hyperbolic as these:
A Robin Red breast i n a Cage
Puts all Heaven in a Rage. 7
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Blake 's idea t hat "Vegetative and Generative Nature" is a
reflection of the "V isi ons of Fancy" seems to echo Plato's theory that
inspiration is reall y coll ective memory at work, drawing from a former
age of pe rfection and harmony.

Actually Blake's theory differs radi-

cally from Plato's; Blake 's Imagination, though compassed in Nature's
regenerat ive forms, is immediate:

it is not collective or successive;

it is not remembered • . It is recreation rather than recollection. The
best description of this idea of Imagination is to be found in notes
on Vision s of the Last Judgment pub 1i shed in the Rossetti fv1S of
Blake's notebook:
The Nature of Visionary Fancy, or Imagination, is very
little known, and the Eternal nature and permanence of its
every Existent Image is consider' d as less permenent than the
thing s of Vegetative and Generative Nature; yet the Oak dies
as well as the Lettuce, but Its Eternal Image and
Individuality never dies, but renews by its seed; just [as
del. ] so the Imaginati ve Image returns ••• by the seed of
Contemplative Thought; the Writings of the Prophets
ill ustrate these conceptions of the Visionary Fancy by their
var ious sublime and Divine Images as seen in the Worlds of
Vision. 8
Only in the union of Nature and Imagination ·is there eternity,
or immortal life.

Nature provides the images \'lhich Clothe" the
11

"Visions of Fancy."

These visions in turn inspire Nature with S.Jm-

bolic meani ng and energy.

Art, then, by uniting fonn and vision, i.s

the only means of partaking of the eternity glimpsed through
imagination .

This is vividly illustrated, as Blake shows, in the

Metamorphoses of Ovid and in Biblical stories of transformations of
corporeal form.

The point of these stories is precisely that the

"reality" of this worl d is illusion, that fonn changes while spirit,
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identi ty, does not .

Blake explains further:

In Eternity one Th i ng never Changes into another Thing. Each
Identity is Eternal; consequently Apuleius•s Golden Ass and
Ovid' s Metamorphosis and others of the like kind are Fable;
yet they contain Vision in a sublime degree, being derived
from real Vision i n More ancient Writings. Lot's Wife being
Ch anged into [a ] Pill ar of Salt alludes to the Mortal Body
be ing render'd a Permanent Statue, but not Changed or
Tr ansfonmed into Anot her Identity while it retains its own
Individuality . A Man can never become Ass or Horse; some are
born with shapes of Men, Who may be both, but Eternal
Identity is one thing and Corporeal Vegetation is another
t hing. Chang ing Wate r into Wine by Jesus and into Blood by
Moses relates to Vegetable Nature also. 9
Imaginati on fo r Blake is mystical, in that there is no pause
between
and

11

11

Seeing" and "perceiving," or better perhaps, between "seeing"

knowing." "Vis ion" is not sensory apprehension, followed by

inte rpretation ; it i s ill uminati-on of the hidden eternity of the
objects of Nature.

The huma n mind is the medium of inspiration, but

it is not merely ·a pass ive transmitter of divine meaning.

Man, as the

image of God, is himself the source of meaning, and the significance
of Nature is human signifi cance.

Perhaps the best critical explica-

tion of the dynamics of Blake's Imagination is to be found in the
chapter "A litera 1i st of the Imagi nation" in Northrop Frye •s Fearfu 1
Symmet ry:
The common statement t hat all knowledge comes from sense
experience is neither t rue nor false; it is simply muddled.
The senses are organs of the mind, therefore all knowledge
comes from mental experie nce. Mental experience is a union
of a perceiving subject and a perceived object; it is
somet hing in which the barri er between "inside" and 11 0utside 11
disso lves. But the power to uni te comes from the subject.
The -work of art i s t he product of this creative perception,
hence it is not an escape from reality but a systematic
train ing in compre hending it. It is difficult to see things

J
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that move quickly and are far away: in the world of time and
space, t herefore, al l things are more or less blurred. Art
sees its images as permanent living fonms outside time and
space . Thi s is the on ly way in which we can stabilize the
world of experi ence and still retain all its reality:
"All t hat we See is Vi sion, from Generated Organs gone as
soon as come, Permanent in The Imagination, · consider'd as
Nothi ng by the Natural Man ... 10
From this last statement of Blake•·s it is not difficult to
unders tand the outrage he felt to read in Reynolds' first Discourse
that all artistic gen ius must be founded in observing the rules of
correct composition.

In his notes Qn that discourse Blake says,

Reynolds' Opini on was that Genius May be Taught and that
all Pretence to Inspiration is a .Lie and a Deceit, to say the
least of it. For if it is a Deceit, the ~mole Bible is
Madness. This Opinion origjnates in the Greeks' Calling the
Muses Daughters of Memory. ll
For Blake, ins pi rat i on was the so 1e source of art; nothing man
devised from observing natu re or imitating in galleries deserved to. be
called art.

Appended to a l ater discourse is the corollary statement

that "Reynolds Thinks that Man Learns all that he knows. I say on the
Contra ry that Man Brings all he has or can have Into the World with
him.

Man is Born Like a Garden ready Planted and Sown.

This World is

too poor to produce one Seed." 12 The human mind is the great
translator of Nature; all natural forms are empty in themselves but
infinitely meaningful t o the creat i ve mind.

Thus, ·when Reynolds

defends imitat ion as a source of inspirat ion with the

statement ~

nThe

mind is but a barren soil; a so il which is soon exhausted, and will
produce no crop," 13 Blake could only conclude:

J
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The mind that could have produced this Sentence must have
-been a Piti fu l, a Pitiabl e Imbecility. I always thought that
the Human Mind was the most Prolific of All Things and
Inexhaustible. I certainly do Thank God that I am not like
Reynolds. 14
Gen ius is not teachable; ne ither is it inherited from age to
age.

In this Blake dismisses a central Neoclassical aesthetic tenet--

that the artist mu st submi t to instruction from the past before he can
hope to arti culate new ideas.

In Rambler Essay No. 121, Samuel _

Johnson says that
even those to ~1om Providence hat h alloted greater strength
of understandi ng ••• must be content to fo 11 ow opinions which
they are not able o examine, and ••• can seldom add more than
some small article of knowledge .to the hereditary stock
devo lved to th m from ancient times , the collective labor of
a . thou sand intellects. 15
The idea that art as a who 1e cou 1d be improved by studying and
reviving centuries of

11

heredit ary stock .. was meaningless to Blake, for

whom immediate divine vision alone could vitalize the human ·
imagination .

11

lf Art was Progressive We should have had Mich. Angelos

and Rafael s to Succeed and to Improve upon each other.
so.

But it is not

Genius dies with its Possessor and comes not again till Another

is Born with It." 16
Blake' s fury at the the luc rative practice of copying as an
excuse for original invention was heightened by public neglect of his
own talents and those of the struggling artists he respected.
11

Liberali tyt

11

he retorted to Reynolds' ass umption that all artists

stood to gai n from the patronage of an art-loving monarch,l7
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We \-Jant not Libe ral ity. We want a Fair Price and
Proporti onate Value and a General Demand for ' Art. Let not
that Nati on where Les s than Nobility is the Reward, Pretend
that Art is Encouraged by that Nation. Art is First in
Intell ect ual s and Ought to be First in Nations. 18
Blake was acutely aware of t he state of English art, and
throughout his financia ll y di ffi cult career as poet and engraver he
never ceased to encourage artistic honesty and defiance of the academic dogma which Reynol ds epi tomi zed:
••• he is counted the Greatest Genius \mo can se 11 a
Good-for-Nothing Commodity for a Great Price. Obedience to
the Will of the Monopolist is call'd Virtue, and the really
Indu strious, Virtuou s and Independent Barry is driven out to
make room for a pack of Id le Sycophants with whitloes on
the ir fingerse v.Englis hmen, rouze yourselves from the fatal
Slumber into ~mich Booksellers and . Trading Dealers have
thrown you, Under the artfully propagated pretence that a
Transl at ior or a Copy of any kind can be as honourable to a
Nat ion as An Original, Be-lying the English Character in that
well known Saying , "Eng l i shman Improve what others Invent ...
Thi s even Hogarth 0 s Work s Prove a detestable Falshood. ~ No
Man Can Improve An Original Invention. [Since Hogarth's time
we have had very ew Efforts of Originality del.] Nor can an
Ori ginal Invention Exi st without Execution, Organized and
minutely delineated and Art icul ated, Either by God or Man. I
do not mean smooth'd up and Ni ggled and Poco-Pen'd, and all
the beauties p·c 0 d out [but del . ] and blurr'd and blotted,
but Drawn with a firm and decided hand at one [with all its
Spots and Blemi hes which are beauties and not faults del.],
like Fuse li and Mich ael Angel o, Shakespeare and Milton:-t9
By Blake' s definition both t he artist and the images of
Imagination are highly individual.

He shares with Hogarth a belief in

the integr ity and inviol atenes s of Nature.

But for Blake this

inviolateness had deeper significance than for Hogarth; it was the
sacredness, t he symbolic potency of imagi ned Nature that made obscure
representation a kind of bla sphemy and t he sharply focused image a
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form of worship .

In Wi lli am Blake: Poet and Painter, Jean Hagstrum

sunnises:
[Bl ake] must have agreed with Meister Eckhart that .. anything
known or born is an image," an image, that is, of something
el se. Blake's often . repeated aphorism, "All that lives is
ho ly, 11 meant, not that everything alive is lovely or
good, ••• but that everything has· the dignity of meaning, as
we ll as the integrity of i ndestructible individuality. 20
The separation of percept ion and execution implicit in both
Hogarth's and Reynolds' aest hetic theories was anathema to Blake.
Because the world of the Imagi nation was divine, permanent, eternal,
it demanded a masterful and dynamic mode of execution.

In his

treatise On the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and the Beautiful,
Edmund Burke had reiterated a common eighteenth-century theory, that
works of art generally fell into one of two categories--the inspired
(subl ime) idea imperfectly sketched, or the more mundane idea elegantl y {beautifully) modelled . 21

Both of these options were lies to

Blake , who maintained that Mechani cal Excellence is the Only Vehicle
11

of Ge nius ... 22 Composition and execution were by no means subordinate
to the artist's vision.

Rather , the vision could be justly described

only by a vigorous and confident ha nd :

"A Facility in Composing is

the Greatest Power of Art, and Belongs to None but the Greatest
Artists and the Most Minutely Di scrim i nating and Determinate." 23
Blake did not conside r sloppy or indistinct depiction as merely
a lapse in

artisanship ~

nor could he excu se it. on the grounds that the

idea it sought to express was noble or grand.

Any style of execution

\<lhich obscured its images, emphasized co 1ori ng over outline, shaciows
over clar ity, or feeling over fonn was heresy to Blake.

In his

/
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descri ptions of hi s

o ~n

wo rk he repeatedly and deliberately drew

attent ion to his sha ply-executed forms, defying comparison or
improvement.

The fi rs t entry in the Descriptive Catalogue (1809)

describ ing a pictu re ty pically titled "The spiritual form of Nelson
guiding Leviathan, i n whose wreathing are infolded the Nations of the
Earth, " introduces the whole exhibition \·l ith a defense of the clarity
of his water-based colors and definite forms:
Clearness and precision have been the chief objects in
painti ng these Pict ures. Clear colours unmudded by oil, and
finn and determi nate lineaments- unbroken by shadows, which
ought to display and not to hide form, as is the practice of
the latter school of Italy and Flanders. 24
Again, in descr ibing his pictures to accompany "A Vision of the
Last Judgme nt" (1810) , he invites minute scrutiny of his work:
I intreat, then, that the Spectator will attend to the Hands
and Feet, to the Lineament of the Countenances; they are
all descriptive of Character, and not a line is drawn without
intention, and that most discriminate and particular. As
Poetry admits not a Letter that is Insignificant, so Painting
admits not a Grai n of Sand or a Blade of Grass Insignificant- -much less an Ins i gnificant Blur or Mark. 25
Hogarth's theory of composed beauty is symbolized by the serpentine line and Reynol ds' grand manner by pervasive universals.

Blake's

statements on proper execution in art consistently propound the
"bounding outline .. as the single most vital element of canposition.
This is not surprisi ng, but it is very important in understanding
Blake's art :
line

What more definite tool can the artist command than the

In his textbook, The Elements of Design, Donald M. Anderson

calls line "a go-or-no-go graphic
isn't there.

element-~it

is either there or it

It has no vague properties and is therefore decisive and
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purposeful ." 26

It i~ i nteresting to see that in his most canprehen-

sive de script ion of ti s theory of outline, found in the Descriptive
Catalogue , Blake def ines this principle as central to life as well as
to art :
The great and golden rule of art, as well as of life, is
th is : That the more dist inct, sharp, and wirey the bounding
li ne, t he more perfect the work of art; and the less keen and
sharp , the greater is t he evidence of weak imitation,
pl agiar ism, and bungling. Great inventors, in all ages, knew
thi s: Proteogenes and Apelles knew each other by this line.
Rafael and Michael Angelo and Albert Durer are known by this
and t hi s alone. The want of thjs determinate and bounding
fo rm evide ces the want of idea in the artist's mind, and the
pretence of the plagiary in all ·its branches. How do we·
distinguish the oak from the beech, the horse from the ox,
but by the bounding outline? How do we distinguish one face
or countenanee from anot he·r, but by the bounding 1i ne and its
infin ite ~ nflexions and movements? What is it that builds a
hou se and plants a garden, but the definite and detenninate?
What is it t hat dist ingui shes honesty from knavery, but the
hard and wirey line of rectitude and certainty in the actions
and intentions? Leave out this line, and you leave out life
itsel f; all is chaos agai n, and the line of the almighty must
be drawn out upon i t before man or beast can exist. 27
This paragraph is perhaps the consummate description of Blake's
aestheti c theory and of its integrity in every aspect of life.

11

Line

was, for Blake, .. says Kathleen Raine, a prolific critic of Blake's
visual art, "above all an express i on of energy.

Every solid fonn can

be seen as the imprint and the product of a flow of energy, and it is
certain that Blake saw 1i ne as ene rgy, as the signature. of 1i fe." 28
Only a line can divide a plane; onl y a line can draw.a form that
is free of its background, i.e., chaotic, blank space.

Only the.

outline lets form be in cont rol of its medium instead of controlled by
it--free and godlike instead of enslaved and confused.

To draw a

clean line was, for Blake, to draw with the hand of God, actually to

)
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create l ivi ng fom1.

But only the swift, sure outline could do this.

To bl end , to obscure, to shade was not just a muddled attempt to draw;
it wa s actuall y to create monsters--Caliban-like forms still part of
chaos--not ful ly f ini shed and not free, because not deftly
de 1i neated.

In Art and Vi sua 1 Perc'e pt ion:

A Psychology of the

Creative Eye, an exhaustive work on visual imagination according to
psychological laws, Rudolph Arnheim explains the potential energy of
any conceived line:
The handli ng of a l ine i s full of adventure. It soon ·
reveal s its double character. A line may be a self-contained
visual object, which is seen as lying on top of a homogeneous
ground ••• • But as soon as a line or a combination of lines
embraces an area, its character changes radically and it
becomes an out line or contour. It is now the boundary of a
two-dimensional surface that lies on top of a throughgoing
· ground. The li ne's rel ationship to the neighboring surfaces
has ceased to be symmetrical. It now belongs to the inner
surface but is still i ndependent of the outer. 29
This is actually, or at least by Blake's definition, life taking
shape before one's eyes.

Such dynami c capacity of line recalls the

vigorous, incisive lines of Zen art in which the artist, his medium
and his too ls fuse in explosi ve bursts of energy.

In praising the

prec ision of Alb recht Durer's engravings, which exhibit equal but more
susta ined energy, Arnheim explai ns that
There is a rule that t he expression conveyed by any visual
form will be only as clear-cut as t he perceptual features
that carry it. A clearly curved line will express the
corresponding swing or gentleness wi t h equal clarity; but a
line whose over-al structure is confusing to the eye cannot
carry any meaning . An artist may pa i nt a picture in which a
feroc ious tiger i s easily recognizable; but unless there is
ferocity in the colors and lines the tiger will look
taxi dermic, and t here can be no ferocity in the colors and
lines unless the pertinent perceptual qualities are brought
out with precisi on. 30
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For Bl ake, outl ine arbitrates between free, life-affirming art
and stat ic, decade nt, ungenerative art.

As Northrop Frye suggests,

symmet ry fo r Blake i s not the suspended, mathematical balance of
Classical art; it i s rather the exuberant, transcendent, organic·symmetry of Got hic cathedrals and text illuminations to which Blake
aspires:
To Blake it is the life in things, the holy man in the cloud
and the greybeard in the thistle, that the painter should
evoke. Hence there are two kinds of symmetry, the living symmetry of the organism and the dead symmetry of the diagram.
Art shoul d be an organic unit of living symmetries, and to
the vivid or lively imagination trees become nymphs and the
sun an Apollo •••• Even in Classical art, notably architecture,
symmetry seems to exist for its .own sake. The Gothic
cathedral , on the other hand, is a huge reservoir of life:
the spri nging spires and the grinning monsters bursting out
of waterspouts, corbels, misericordias and archways quiver
with the exuberance which is beauty to Blake. Apparently
medieval artists were not sophisticated. enough to think that
the dead is more solid and permanent than the alive. 31
Imaginati on for Blake is thus the uniting of finite natural fonm
with eternal, infinite vision.

The perceived world is sacred because

it is the language of this eternal reality .

... Vegetative" or tran-

sitory nature receives meaning through human inspiration; in turn it
lends its shapes and patterns to symbolize divine meaning.

Because

art alone can embody the dynamic co-existence of Nature and Vision,
only the most precise artistic execution is sufficient. Accordingly,
the outli ne is the artist's supreme tool in defining, freeing, the
living image.
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CONCLUSIONS
Hogarth , Reynolds and Blake represent three distinct, rudimentary ways of seeing the world imaginatively.

While every artist's, in

fact every person's, perception and interpretation of the world is
ultimat ely uni que, most imaginative: ideas partake significantly of the
ideas of one of these t hree.

To understand them as three independent

artistic f orces--all products of the eighteenth-century British
art i st ic milieu, yet radically different in their views of art--is to
unde rstand three main avenues of artistic response to the world.
For all three the process of imagination begins with immediate
visual perception whi ch is then modified and in a sense distorted by
varyi ng degrees of subj ective evaluation.

Complete objectivity is of

course imposs i ble and even Hogarth, who valued empirical observation
above all, was far from advocating an indiscriminate mirror-of-nature
approach to art.

Every post-perception decision the .artist makes--

whet her to use a vertical or horizontal canvas; whether to portray a
subject larger or small er than life; whether to let .the subject appear
to domi nate, or be dominat ed by , his surroundings--is like an additional thin layer of pa i nt--altering, modeling, distorting, obscuring
the nat ural image, before paint ever touches the canvas.
Every such deci sion can be thou ght of as moving the work of art
back or forth al ong a l inear scale of subjective/objective reality,
with complete obj ectivity and complete subjectivity as the terminal
points.

Both of these absolute qualities are of course imaginary

since objectivity is always modified by the perceiving mind (the
subject ), and subj ectiv i ty is always modified by perception of an
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outer, other, obj ecti ve reality.

If this linear scale is divided into

three roughly equal segments, we can place Hogarth's view of nature
somewhe re i n the

11

0bject ive third," Blake's in the

and Reynolds ' i n the mi ddle.

11

subjective third, ..

Having explored some of the artistic

consequences of each of their ways 'of image-making , we now have a
graphic means of comparing and thus better understanding their own
i mages and those of ot her ei ghteenth-century artists.

Hogarth,

Reynolds and Bl ake may t hu s serve as three reference points for determi ni ng the degree of t he artist's subjective involvement in his
observations.

It is not necessary, to make use of this scale, that a

pa inter under considerati on resemble one of the three here studied, in
subject matter . or style, or even that he be of the same century or
artistic trad iti on.

Eve n a single artist may in the course of a

pa inting career, move from one mode of 11 Seeing .. to another.
To test this scheme, we may take ftrst the example of another
prominent eighteenth-century painter, John Constable.

Constable is

famous for his English la ndscapes--first .. realistic" and later sketchy
and
11

11

atmospheric 11 --which usually fall under the heading of

picturesque 11 art .

the

mood~

To l ook at his later, ethereal cloud studies or

Hadleigh Castle (1829) one might be tempted to say that he

is tak ing much liberty with nature, interpreting more than reporting, ·
trans lating nature int o his own language .

A closer study , however,

will show these images to be extremely detailed and close to nature,
scenes which on ly an objective, in fact scientific, imagination could
produce.

Despite hi s unconventional execution, Constable could

undoubtedly be placed near Hogarth on our subjective/o?jective scale
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beca use of his fidelity to nature and the importance he placed on specific deta il in coloring and mood.

In The Englishness of English Art,

Nikol au s Pevsner illustrates the similarities between Constable and
Hogarth in an amus ing juxtaposition of their comments on art:
Nature i s simple, plain, and true in all her works ...
Constable could have said that, but Hogarth did. "By a close
observation of nat ure [the artist] discovers qualities •••
which have never been portrayed before... Hogarth could have
said t hat but Const ab l e did. And one of Constable•s most
f amous sayi ngs, as a ru le misquoted, is: 11 There is roan
enough for a natural peinture... This is just what Hogarth
must have felt, when he revolted against 11 this grand
business ... Const able• s revolt ·was couched in almost the same
words. He wrote : 11 I have heard so much of the higher wa 1ks
of art, that I am quite sick ...
11

Another famous la ndsca pe painter, J.M.W. Turner, can be seen to
move up the scale from rigorously faithful,
and detail in his early pictures, to later

11

Hogarthian 11 observation

~cenes

of purely subjective

vi s ion (Norham Castle, 1835-40; The Slave Ship, 1839).
Alexander Cozens (c . 1717-86) was a revolutionary

pai~ter

of the

Neoclassical period whose stark, unconventional "ink-blot 11 conposi tions do not immedi ately seem to resemble the work of any other
art ist.

(See the illustrat ions to A New Method of Assisting the

Invention in Drawing Ori gi nal Compositions of Landscape, 1784- 86.)
But in studying hi s i nnovative method and rationale, one sees him
surprisingly close i n image-making to Bl ake in the dynamic fusion of
medium and vision whi ch he strove to introduce to English art. Joseph
Burke, in Engli sh Art 1714-1800, br iefl y describes this technique:
Whe re Leonardo took his ideas from nature, Cozens enlisted
the medium itself. By using blobs of ink and wash, not to
sta rt but to sti mulate the inventive process, he anticipated
)
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t he well-known "material" methods of some modern teachers
f rom Klee onwa rd s • • •• he instructed his readers, "possess your
mind strongly with a subject ••• and with the swiftest hand
ma ke all possible variety of shapes and strokes upon your
paper. "
Cozens here says

11

pape r " instead of canvas because he, like Blake,

preferred the sponta neity and clarity of water-based colors to the
heaviness and long dryi ng time of oils.
Many eighteenth-century painters, notably Allan Ramsay and
Richard Wil son, subscribed in varying degrees to the Grand Style of
art ., a stage of subj ectivi ty which -required rational synthesis of the
obse rved form but retained contemplative distance from it.

This

distance dissolves as one moves up the scale toward Blake, in whom it
disappears in the exper ience of mystic vision.
Perhaps the best known and most interesting eighteenth-century
pa inter who would fall close to Reynolds on our .scale, but slightly on
t he Hogarthian side, i s Thomas Gainsborough, who borrowed from the
Grand Style to give weight and dign i ty to his portraits but who
neve rtheless retained a good deal more of the individual character and
spontaneity of his subjects t han di d Reynolds.

A convenient caa-

parison can be made between Reynolds • and Gainsborough•s portraits of
the great English act ress, Sarah Siddons.

Reyno l ds painted her as the

Tragic Muse, dramatically seated on a throne, enrobed in Classical
drapery ; Gainsborough pai nted he r with great elegance, but as an
intelligent, fa shi onable l ady of soci ety.

Both pictur~s contain

stylized, sophi st icated images, but Reynolds• is decidedly more
"translated"--from woman to ideal--than Gainsborough•s.
)
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. By understanding the imaginative efforts which produced the art of
William Hogarth, Sir Joshua Reynolds and William Blake we are better
able to evaluate the image-making of other visual artists.

In

addition, the three different modes of viewing nature and creating
images presented here suggest para1lels with certain other conceptual
triads noted by psychologists, philosophers and social scientists.
For example, it would be interesting to compare these three modes of
image-making with Freud's concepts of id, ego, and superegn; or with
the .distincti on often made in Anglican church liturgy between "high
church" (emphasizing ritual and tradition},

11

low church" (emphasizing

scripture and personal sal vat ion), and 11 broad church" (emphasizing
teaching and information) .

Another comparison could possibly be made

tying Hogarth's, Reynolds' and Blake's theories with urban, imperial,
and universal (Biake here, not Reynolds) world views; or between
democratic, oligarchic and socialist political views.
possibilities exist.

Many other

·It is clear that the process of image-making is

not limited to art, but informs our ideas of social, political, and
interpersonal realities as well.

Perhaps no other intellectual act is

more revealing of an artist's own view of the world and, by extension.
his impact on the present and future social importance of art.

)
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